The ultimate goal of endosseous implant treatment is to provide support for the replacement of a single missing tooth. The single-tooth implant restoration has become a viable treatment option in restorative dentistry. This clinical application of individual implant restorations has become possible with the introduction of premachined modified and customized prosthetic components. To gain the best possible esthetic outcome, the single-implant restoration required a subgingival modification of an original supragingival implant concept. This modification, along with some critical factors such as optimal implant position, soft and hard tissue reconstruction, and restorative integration, needs to be addressed to improve esthetic results.

In response to changing treatment concepts, different surgical approaches to single-implant placement have been developed, including immediate placement following tooth extraction, guided tissue regeneration techniques, guided soft tissue augmentation, regeneration of soft tissue and bone around implants with and without membranes, and/or a combination of all the above techniques. The cosmetic demands from the profession, as well as from patients, for more esthetic implant restorations in the anterior maxilla has resulted in the creation of a variety of innovative implant components. Particularly for the single-tooth implant restoration, prosthetic components have evolved from a supragingival to a subgingival abutment and from a titanium abutment to an all-ceramic abutment concept. The implant restoration must regenerate the relationship between teeth, soft tissue, and lips. To obtain the correct soft tissue profile, site preparation must be improved through soft tissue management. Periodontal plastic procedures have been introduced in implant dentistry. As they are technique sensitive, they could potentially jeopardize long-term final results and may have a high risk-to-benefit ratio.

A new soft tissue flap design technique, called “the palatal sliding strip flap” (PSSF), has been developed to improve the soft tissue surgical results at stage 2 implant surgery. The purpose of this flap design is to help form papillae between implants and between natural teeth in the anterior area of the maxilla. The flap is designed and managed so that the palatal attached mucosa slides in a labial direction to create papillae and at the same time augment the labial ridge. This surgical approach is valid, predictable, and has a low risk-to-benefit ratio. This new flap design is indicated for a variety of clinical situations, especially for the problematic maxillary soft tissue reconstruction around teeth and implants.
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Regeneration of gingival papillae has been demonstrated in conjunction with single implant treatment. However, preservation, reconstruction, and regeneration of the soft tissue are key factors in the success of implant restorations. Some techniques can be employed at uncovering to avoid additional surgery. Classical surgery has been described for second-stage procedures. Recent updates and new designs for the partially edentulous patient have been described.

The purpose of this report is to describe a new surgical approach for stage 2 surgery. The goals of this technique are to augment the labial peri-implant soft tissue and to reconstruct interdental papillae between implants and teeth. The main advantages of this technique are simplicity and predictability with a low risk-to-benefit ratio. This flap technique was inspired by other authors who have developed successful surgical principles and techniques, such as the displaced crestal incision, the palatal strip, and the semilunar bevel incision. The technique presented allows a prosthetic restoration to be fabricated with an improved esthetic outcome.

Surgical Technique

Implant placement is performed according to the method described by Adell and coworkers. The implants (Nobel Biocare AB, Göteborg, Sweden) are placed in the anterior maxilla with the following requirements: (1) implant located 2 to 4 mm apical to the cementoenamel junction of the adjacent tooth—this is not absolute, but is very much dependent on the style of abutment used; (2) centered mesiodistally; and (3) with the proper labiopalatal angulation. Approximately 6 months later, stage 2 surgery is performed to uncover the integrated implant and manage the soft tissue for proper reconstruction.

Stage 2 Surgery Technique: The Buccally Positioned Palatal Sliding Strip Flap. Design for Uncovering a Single-Tooth Implant. The incision (Figs 1 and 2) involves the dissection of the masticatory mucosa from the underlying bone with a full-thickness sulcular approach in a labiopalatal direction perpendicular to the ridge crest, both on the mesial and distal aspects of the implant. A full-thickness horizontal incision is extended from the distal to the mesial on the palatal side comprising approximately two-thirds of the distance between the 2 teeth. Two incisions, parallel to each other, are then made in a labiopalatal direction to create a partial-thickness flap extending in the palate, leaving the periosteum intact. This extension perforation is designed into a strip to be located at the mesial aspect of the implant (Fig 3a). A partial-thickness horizontal dissection is made to connect the 2 parallel incisions to form the sliding palatal strip. A final incision dissects the masticatory mucosa from the bone and incorporates the partial-thickness incision into a full-thickness incision in a labial direction.

Once the incisions are made, the partial- and full-thickness flaps are prepared for flap elevation. The partial-full-thickness flap with a strip is raised to uncover the implant and cover screw (Fig 3b). The healing abutment is connected (Figs 3b and 4a) and a semilunar incision is made to the distal, away from the side of the strip (Fig 4b). Care must be taken that the semilunar incision is coronal to the cementoenamel junction or the gingival line of the adjacent tooth; otherwise, the healing abutment will displace the flap apically and the final gingival margin will heal apical to the gingival line of the adjacent teeth. The semilunar incision will provide a second strip, which gives 2 pedicles (Fig 5a). The distal pedicle created by the semilunar bevel incision will be rotated 90 degrees in the palatal direction around the healing abutment (Fig 5b). The mesial pedicle with the partial thickness component from the palate will fill the interproximal space. This flap manipulation between the teeth and the healing abutment will allow the reconstruction of 2 papillae (Fig 6a). The buccal soft tissue augmentation is related to the support by the healing abutment and the buccal repositioning of the flap. Simple sutures are used around each newly-formed papilla to maintain the flap in position (Figs 6b and 6c). Sutures are removed after 7 days. After several weeks of soft tissue maturation, the final abutment can be selected and connected. Figure 7a shows the edentulous ridge before uncovering and Fig 7b shows the formation of papillae around the definitive crown after 6 months.

Design for Multiple Restorations in the Anterior Maxilla. The flap design for multiple restorations in the anterior maxilla follows the general principle of a palatal strip of split-thickness tail harvested from the palate, combined with a full-thickness flap displaced in the mid-palate toward the sulcus of adjacent tooth. The difference will reside in the location of the palatal strip and the semilunar incisions. The palatal strip of split-thickness connective tissue tail harvested from the palate must be made between the implants (Fig 8). A full-thickness incision displaced in the mid-palatal area dissects the masticatory mucosa toward each adjacent tooth. A final incision dissects the masticatory...
Fig 1  Initial situation, occlusal view.

Fig 2  Full-thickness sulcular and palatal displaced incision combined with a partial thickness of the palatal strip.

Fig 3a  (1) Full-thickness sulcular and palatal displaced incision. (2) At two-thirds of the distance between the 2 teeth, a full-thickness horizontal incision is prolonged on the palatal side. (3) Two incisions, parallel to each other in a buccopalatal direction, are made to create a partial-thickness flap extending in the palate, leaving the periosteum intact.

Fig 3b  The healing abutment is inserted.

Fig 4a  Buccal reflection of the flap sustained by the healing abutment.

Fig 4b  A semilunar incision is made in the direction of the contralateral side of the strip.
Fig 5a  The semilunar incision provides 2 pedicles.

Fig 5b  The pedicles are disengaged and rotated toward the palatal direction to fill the interproximal space.

Fig 6a  Soft tissue management between the teeth and the healing abutment will allow the reconstruction of the 2 papillae.

Fig 6b  Simple sutures, with no tension, are made around each papilla to maintain the flap in position.

Fig 6c  Palatal view of the sutures, which leave a small exposed wound that will heal by secondary intention.

Fig 7a  Preoperative view.

Fig 7b  Postoperative view at 6 months. Final restoration appears as if the crown is exiting the sulcus, and papillae are reconstructed in accordance with the natural dentition.
mucosa from the bone over the ridge crest, creating a full-thickness sulcular incision. Once the incisions are made, the partial- and full-thickness flaps are prepared for elevation.

The partial-full–thickness flap with a strip adjacent to the distal tooth is raised to uncover the implants and their cover screws. The healing abutments are connected, allowing the flap to be sustained on the buccal side. Two semilunar incisions are made toward the contralateral side of the strip (Fig 9). Care must be taken that the semilunar incision is coronal to the cementoenamel junction; otherwise the healing abutment will displace the flap apically. The 2 semilunar incisions will provide 2 small pedicles. They are rotated in the palatal direction, each one creating a tissue augmentation in the interproximal space between the tooth and the implant. The palatal strip of partial thickness will be foiled to fill the interproximal space between the 2 implants. The soft tissue augmentation will be the result of the contention of the healing abutment and the buccal repositioning of the flap. The soft tissues are repositioned and sutured within the pedicles using simple sutures, with no tension around each newly formed papilla (Fig 10).

**Discussion**

Classical uncovering incisions and flap designs might result in compromised esthetic soft tissue. The major benefit of the palatal sliding strip flap is the improved esthetic result. The palatal sliding strip flap is easy to perform and has been shown to be reproducible in a series of patients. Furthermore, the principles of this flap design, created for the management of single implants, have proven to be applicable for the partially edentulous ridge with multiple implants. The principle of a strip flap harvested from the palate may resolve many situations in which soft tissue is lacking, more specifically in the interdental or interimplant space.

The flap design for second-stage surgery appears to have several advantages: (1) minimal surgical trauma; (2) flap nutrition preservation; (3) soft tissue augmentation; (4) formation of papilla-like tissue; and (5) avoidance of a donor site with a second surgical area or multiple surgeries. The residual palatal wounds have healed uneventfully by secondary intention. This modification of the Abrams technique has the benefit of increased blood supply, lack of donor site, ability to achieve primary closure, and greater soft tissue thickness in the anterior region of the palate.
True papilla regeneration is not possible because the peri-implant soft tissue does not have the same structure as the periodontium. Therefore, the term “papilla-like” tissue formation or “implant papilla” is used. The resultant “implant papilla” is the product of soft tissue depth and volume, which differs at various positions around the implant; thus it is a surgical creation.

When providing single-implant restorations, the major problem is the narrow edentulous space between each tooth. In an attempt to minimize soft tissue complications, some authors have proposed special flap management for single-tooth restorations. The advantage of the present technique, because it includes the remaining papillae adjacent to each tooth, is that it provides a larger flap with a convenient blood supply. Flap incisions and flap management are sensitive techniques. Consideration for the blood supply necessitates a strip flap to avoid failures. Therefore, experience has led to the use of only 1 palatal strip flap for the single-tooth restoration. A design with 2 palatal strips would make them so narrow that necrosis might occur.

Some limitations must be addressed relative to the risk of soft tissue compression. As the edentulous space is not uniform, the placement of a standard healing abutment might be too compressive to heal the soft tissue in the interdental space. Therefore, the question arises as to the use and advantages of different shapes and forms of healing or regular abutments. Biologic principles of blood supply and reaction to soft tissue compression must be addressed to improve healing and to allow soft tissue maturation after uncovering. The authors consider the buccally positioned palatal sliding strip flap to be a useful surgical approach for soft tissue augmentation and papilla regeneration because of its favorable risk-to-benefit ratio.

With the present technique, the question arises concerning possible complications and the long-term outcome related to peri-implant soft tissue stability. Relative to postoperative complications, necrosis of the pedicles might occur. The soft tissue will heal, providing buccal augmentation, but in the absence of the formation of “papilla-like” tissue. Recession and pseudopocket formation may be the 2 major complications occurring after a prolonged period of loading. The technique described can result in buccal soft tissue augmentation and papilla-like tissue formation around the single implant. It appears to offer advantages over currently used techniques.

Summary

A new design of the flap at stage 2 surgery can lead to a beneficial, functional, and esthetic result. Specific attention must be given to the soft tissue management of the periodontium, selecting surgical procedures capable of achieving the best den-togingival harmony possible. Minor soft tissue manipulation may create restorative opportunities otherwise considered less possible.
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